
Contact us on (08) 8561 0744, vipackaging@vinpac.com.au or visit our website www.vipackaging.com.au

You’ve got the concept -  We’ve got the solution



Welcome
Whether you are new to the wine industry or just new to packaging, options of wine and beer packaging can be 
extremely confusing. With so many innovative products on the market it can be hard to determine what the best 
options are to achieve the look you want.

The VI Packaging team can assist with all your packaging needs. Our brochure showcases what we can offer and 
helps guide you through the selection process. 
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OUR STORY
VI Packaging was established in 2008, when it was rec-
ognised that there was a market for complete pack-
aging solutions for wineries and contract bottlers.

VI Packaging is the one-stop-shop for wine and craft 
beer packaging requirements and has had a loyal 
following from the beginning. We are conveniently 
located in the heart of the Barossa with dry goods 
held in warehouses in Angaston, McLaren Vale, WA 
and NSW.

Our purpose is to create better experiences together 
with our customers. We put our customers first and are 
always looking for ways to improve and make things 
simple for them. We work collectively together as a 
team to ensure the best outcome for our customers. 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
“ The team at VI Packaging are always very helpful and have 
great knowledge of the products. The online ordering system 
is user friendly and if I ever have any issues the team are 
quick to help out.”
Sam Bowen, Bottling Line Manager, 
Hentley Farm.

Competitiveness, responsiveness, and flexibility are very im-
portant to forging a long standing successful business rela-
tionship - and we have this with Vi Packaging.”
Loretta Agostino, National Branding & 
Design Manager, Grape Expectations.

“We will be the leading provider of 
trusted wine and craft beer solutions. 

Our people passionately 
deliver value and excellence”.
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As a valued customer of VI Packaging you can expect first class service from us.

VI Packaging staff are friendly, trustworthy, passionate and willing to think outside 
the box to create the perfect solution for you. We make every effort to ensure no 
query is unanswered and will strive for prompt and professional customer service. Our 
customers are important to us. We have a loyal customer base due to the rapport we 
build and service we provide.



INNOVATION
The benefits of choosing Vi Packaging as your dry goods 
supplier are: 

SHORT LEAD TIMES– Stock of high turnover products 
are held in warehouses at Angaston, McLaren Vale, 
WA and NSW to ensure that we can supply dry goods 
quickly and conveniently. 

CONVENIENCE – Being the one stop shop, VI Packaging 
can organise bottles, cartons, dividers, screwcaps, 
capsules and corks, either printed or plain, and can 
organise delivery to your winery or selected bottling 
location. 

COST SAVINGS- With consolidated volumes through 
the bottling side of the business, Vinpac International, 
we purchase large volumes of all packaging dry goods, 
passing these savings on to our customers. 

INNOVATION- Our experienced team meet with 
Suppliers on a regular basis, so we can inform our 
customers of market trends and the latest packaging 
innovations. VI Packaging has collaborated with 
suppliers and winemakers to design proprietary bottles 
and screwcaps for the industry such as the Eden Valley 
Riesling bottle and Barossa Bottle. Please enquire 
with the VI Packaging team for more details about 

BENEFITS
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ETO BE AUSTRALIA’S  LEADING PROVIDER OF TRUSTED 
WINE AND CRAFT BEER PACKAGING  SOLUTIONS.

OUR MISSION
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PLEASE E-MAIL US 
AT VIPACKAGING@VINPAC.COM.AU TO 
REQUEST YOUR LINK TO THE FORM.

EASE OF ORDERING

For convenience, we have developed 
an online order form to order your dry 
goods.

By using drop down boxes it only takes 
minutes to select the products you need 
for bottling. We can supply the bottle, 
closure, carton, divider and even export 
and plain pallets direct to your winery or 
bottling facility. As soon as you hit submit 
your request will automatically generate 
an order in our system. Our Customer 
Service Team will receive a copy 
showing exactly what has been ordered. 
This ensures order accuracy and that no 
order is missed.

IN-HOUSE ARTWORK SERVICE

VI Packaging offer an in-house artwork and design service to the wine industry, creating effective 
graphic design and branding for cartons, screwcaps and closures. Whether it is a new brand 
identity design, a brand refresh or modifications to an existing brand, VI Packaging can make 
your vision come to life.

Our strong relationships with suppliers, allows VI Packaging to take your brief, develop your 
concept, order your packaging requirements and deliver around Australia or internationally.

FORECASTING YOUR PACKAGING 
REQUIREMENTS

There is nothing worse than having your wine 
ready for bottling and then not being able to 
get the packaging your require. Packaging can 
become scarce in peak times, which makes 
forecasting to suppliers crucial. Consolidated 
buying power with Vinpac International, 
improves our relationships with suppliers. We 
have warehousing in SA, WA and NSW which 
allows us to hold large volumes of stock to 
help ensure our customers do not miss out.

VI Packaging has created a simple online form 
that makes forecasting easier. This ensures 
we have captured your requirements as the 
numbers you forecast populate our system 
instantly. The form allows you to see the dry 
goods you have used in the same month last 
year, which helps to determine your forecast 
numbers for the future. The form even alerts 
customers if a particular bottle is out of stock, 
or if supply is low. This ensures adequate 

NEW OPERATING SYSTEM BEING 
IMPLEMENTED IN 2018 TO MAKE IT 
EVEN EASIER FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
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AG044/30143-BVS
15590/AG088-Cork
COLOURS
Flint/Arctic/
French/Antique

A guide to the domestic 
range of 750ml most 
commonly used bottles. 

We have Claret, Burgundy, Riesling, 
Sparkling and Large & Small Format
bottles that we can source along 
with an imported range.  

We can also develop proprietary 
bottles and have collaborated with 
winemakers and suppliers to 
develop bottles such as the Barossa 
Bottle and Eden Valley bottle.

You choose the bottle, this then dic-
tates the size of the label that will 
suit, the type of closure e.g. cork 
or screwcap, sparkling cork and the 
type of carton required and will 
help to make all packaging decisions 
fall into place. 

OUR DOMESTIC 
750ML RANGE

PUNTED CLARET

C
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AG045/30163-BVS
AG041/5362-Cork
COLOURS
Flint/Arctic/
French/Antique

AG027/30144-BVS
AG028/5407-Cork
COLOURS
Flint/Arctic/
French/Antique

30786-BVS
5369-Cork
COLOURS
Antique

PREMIUM CLARET

REVERSE TAPER 
CLARET

SUPER PREMIUM 
CLARET

IT STARTS WITH THE 
BOTTLE.
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AG086/5402-BVS
COLOURS
Flint/Arctic/
French/Antique

PUNTED  
BURGUNDY

750ML BURGUNDY

AG021-30105-BVS
AG005-Cork
COLOURS
French/Antique

PREMIUM
 BURGUNDY
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5403-BVS
COLOURS
Amber/Antique
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These bottles are up to 29% lighter than their predecessors. This option 
means improved environmental outcomes for customers and excellent 

value without compromising the look and feel of the glass. 

CLARET 
BVS

30566 
French Green

PUNTED 
CLARET BVS
30570/AG104

Arctic/Flint/Antique
French

PREMIUM
CLARET BVS

30700
Arctic/Antique

French

BURGUNDY 
BVS

30567
French Green

CLARET BURGUNDY

PUNTED
BURGUNDY BVS

30571/AG111
Arctic/Antique

French
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Although we have always specialised in 
wine, we have seen an increased trend 
in the need for craft beer and cider 
packaging.

We can supply bottles, carry packs,
cartons and crown seals printed or plain. 
We can organise delivery to your brewery 
or bottling site.

CROWN SEALS & BOTTLES FOR BEER & CIDER

CRAFT BEER 
& CIDER
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SPARKLING

AG007/14539
Flint/Arctic/Antique

Our most popular sparkling 
bottle, due to the price 

point.

PREMIUM 
SPARKLING
AG012/5314

Antique

A great option for a more 
premium sparkling package.

CELEBRATION
SPARKLING

AG054
Antique/Arctic

A great option for a 
unique sparkling bottle. 
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SIZEMEUP

SUPPLYING QUALITY PRODUCTS

Vi Packaging have agreements in place with accredited 
suppliers of packaging materials for the Australian wine 
industry. This ensures that all materials sourced are produced 
to industry agreed specifications. Our experienced staff meet 
with suppliers on a regular basis to ensure we are providing 
the best possible product to our customers.

At Vinpac International, there is a dedicated Quality 
Assurance and New Product Development team to provide 
technical assistance to Vi Packaging customers and glass, 
label, carton and closure suppliers. We trial new concepts in 
packaging, undertaking appropriate quality control processes 
to ensure any new product can be run successfully down 
automated bottling lines. We can then draw on this knowledge 
and experience to ensure our customers have the support for 
their own bottling line or chosen bottling facility. 

CLOSURES
SizeMeUp has been developed by Wine Packagers of Austalia 
in conjunction with Vinpac as an aid and guide for wine 
bottling customers, design agencies and label printers. It is a 
useful tool, ensuring that the label size you want will suit the 
bottle you have selected and will be able to be applied on a 
bottling line. By adding the dimensions of the label, it will 
show you how the label appears on the bottle. 

Try SizeMeUp today
www.sizemeup.com.au
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Due to the resurgence in cork, we now hold large volumes 
of PVC, Polylaminate Caps and Tin Capsules in standard 
colours in stock at Angaston and McLaren Vale.

Standard colours include Black, Red, Gold and Silver. We 
can offer PVC caps in a matt or satin finish. 

Although screwcaps were once dominating the market 
we have recently seen corks make a resurgence in the 
marketplace. We work closely with our suppliers to offer 
Premium grade natural cork printed or plain as well as 
1+1 technical corks. We hold small volumes in stock of 
44x24mm cork and 48x30.5 Ref 2 & Ref 3 sparkling corks 
as well as corks for large format bottles. We can supply 
larger volumes within a 3 week lead time.

SPARKLING 
Producing a sparkling wine? We can supply the crown seals 
for tirage, crown seals for the end product or provide a 
wire, cork and hood. VI Packaging hold hoods in stock in 
standard colours, different sizes and finishes of satin or 
matt. 

We can organise printed hoods with a 12 week lead time 
from signoff or artwork. We hold muselets and crown seals 
in stock colours.

SPARKLING 
CROWN SEALS, 
MUSELETS & 
HOODS

NATURAL & TECHNICAL CORKS

PVC CAPS,  
POLYLAMINATE
& TIN CAPS
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31.5MM CLOSURES & PLAIN WAK 
CAPS ARE ALSO KEPT IN STOCK

  

Standard colours are kept in stock of 30x60 and 31.5x60mm screwcaps for convenience. As little as one box of 1,275 
units can be ordered or we can provide full pallets of 22,950 units of plain standard colour screwcaps if required.  
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 T30603179
IRRADESCENT

PMS BLUE 2955C

 T30603177
METALLIC BLUE
PMS BLUE 7468C

 T30601070
DARK BLUE

PMS BLUE 2767C

 T30601019
COBALT BLUE

PMS REFLEX BLUEC

 T30601362
BRONZE

PMS BRONZE 470C

 T30603166
YELLOW

PMS YELLOW 129C

 T3060369
PURPLE

PMS PURPLE 2695C

 T30603171
DARK GREEN

PMS GREEN 553C

 T30603168
MAROON

PMS MAROON 290C

 T30603175
BRICK RED

PMS RED 188C

 T30603167
RED

PMS RED 186C

 T30603172
GLOSS RED

PMS RED 187C

 T30603181
LIGHT GREEN

PMS GREEN 554C

VI Packaging can work with you to 
provide printed screwcaps with a 6 week 
lead time. If you have a particular colour 
on your label, we can help with matching 
this colour. It is often thought that printed 
screwcaps can only be ordered in large 
volumes, however we can provide a pallet 
of 22,950 units or even look at drawdown 
volumes to help save you money. 
Screwcaps can be printed on the top and 
side and we can arrange top embossing or 
hot foil. So you can envisage what your 
cap will look like, we can do mockups of 
your cap design with something as simple 
as your logo or winery name twice or three 
times around the cap to get effective 
results.

 
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING A BIT DIFFERENT

We can guide you through the decisions of using a 
standardscrewcap or even moving to a Non Knurl 
cap, a WAK cap orSavin. 

NON-KNURL - We hold black screwcaps in stock 
without the knurl and we also can organise for printing.

WAK - The WAK closure has a thread that is not visible from the outside 
but it is inserted into the long aluminium shell.The large surface is ideal 
for side printing. 

SAVIN - Savin is an an internal thread screwcap for still wines. Its 
unique shape is reminiscent of a capsule which helps gives the brand a 
premium finish.

 T3060BLK
BLACK

PMS BLACK C

 T30603160
GOLD

PMS GOLD 817C

 T30603164
GREY

PMS GOLD 425C

 T306013161
RAW SILVER

PMS SILV 877C

 T30603178
PREM SILVER
PMS SILV422C

 T30603165
WHITE

 T30603182
BLK GOLD BAND

PMS BLACK C
PMS GOLD 874C

SCREWCAPS
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PRINTED CARTONS
With so many options for printed cartons in the marketplace it is hard to know what is going to be suitable for your 
brand and budget. Below are the options for printed cartons that VI Packaging can supply. 

WE CAN 
PROVIDE
PLAIN & 
PRINTED 
12 & 6 PACK 
CARTONS

DIVIDERS
We hold 6 and 12 pack half height and full height 
cardboard dividers in stock to suit our upright domestic 
cartons. They are made from 400gsm board and can be 
ordered in bundles of 25 or boxes of 120-180 units. We 
also keep stocks of laydown DIV3BG and DIV6BG 
dividers.

CARTONS
We hold a wide range of plain minimum print cartons 
in stock to suit all the domestic bottles we can source. 
We have 6 pack and 12 pack upright and laydown 
cartons in brown or white, these can be ordered in 
pallets of approx 800 units or even in bundles of 25 units.  

WE HAVE 
12 & 6 PACK 
HALF & FULL 
HEIGHT 
DIVIDERS

As many customers are exporting we hold kraft strong 
board cartons which are a mixture of recycled new 
wood fibre and virgin board in stock in both white/
brown 12 and 6 packs. 

We can also provide cartons in different flutes, which 
refers to the size of the corrugation. 

Our standard cartons are in B flute which is the 
common industry board standard for upright cartons. 
Glass bottles help to secure the cartons strength when 
cartons are upright therefore thinner corrugation can 
be used. 

For our lay-down cartons we use a C Flute which is 
stronger than B flue due to thicker corrugation.

DIVIDERS & CARTONS
                                       -  DIGITAL CMYK PRINT 
Digital Print cartons are a way of printing magazine quality finishes, with 
an unlimited spectrum of colours. This process prints directly onto sheet 
board without the use of plates. Suited to lower volume projects, and 
cost effective for volumes of 800 - 5,000 units per year. Low set up cost. 

NEW option
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Lisa Ashby
National Sales & Supply Manager
+61 (08) 8561 0615
+61 0401 133 042

lisa.ashby@vinpac.com.au

Lisa manages the VI Packaging 
and Supply team and has a wealth 
of knowledge in packaging and 
has been in the wine industry for 
over 20 years. She has built very 
solid relationships with suppliers 
and customers over this time. 

Kate Salway
Key Account Manager
+61 (08) 8561 0757
+61 0466 772 354

kate.salway@vinpac.com.au

Kate manages the key 
accounts for VI Packaging and 
is based at Angaston. She is 
regulary out on the road 
visiting wineries and bottling 
sites nationally. She has been 
with the team for over eight 
years so has a very good 
understanding of the industry.

Peter Reed
Account Manager
+61 (08) 8561 0661
+61 0435 966 867
peter.reed@vinpac.com.au

Peter Reed has recently joined 
the Vi Packaging team after 
working as an Account Manager 
in bottling at Vinpac for 9 years. 
He has extensive packaging and 
bottling knowledge and is also 
regularly out on the road visiting 
the wine regions.
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Jo Baker
Account Manager
+61 (08) 8561 0744

jo.baker@vinpac.com.au

Jo has been working in the VI 
Packaging department since 
the beginning in 2008 and has 
been in the wine industry for 
over 13 years. She has studied 
graphic design and marketing, 
so can help with the designing 
of caps and cartons to make 
customers design concepts 
become a reality.

Daniel Bauer
Customer Service Coordinator
+61 (08) 8561 0744

vipackaging@vinpac.com.au

Daniel has extensive warehouse, 
wine export knowledge and great 
customer service skills. He is the 
first port of call for 
customer queries.

Deborah Noack
Customer Service Coordinator
+61 (08) 8561 0744

vipackaging@vinpac.com.au

Deborah has a strong accounts, 
administration, carton and 
customer service background 
and is located with Daniel at 
the Angaston office.



Our team is on hand to assist with all your 
packaging requirements.

Whether you’re a new or existing customer 
we’re here to provide your packaging 
solutions.

VI Packaging is strategically located in 
Angaston, at the heart of the Barossa Valley 
- one of South Australia’s major winemaking 
districts. Our office premises are located at:

VI PACKAGING PTY LTD

PO BOX 345
773 Stockwell Road
Angaston, SA 5353

+61 (08) 8561 0744
vipackaging@vinpac.com.au
http://vipackaging.com.au/

OUR DETAILS

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE BAROSSA
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